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SLIDING MITER SAW

RELATED APPLICATION

[OOOl] This application claims priority of Application No.

02138579.3 filed in China on October 31, 2002, the disclosure of which is

incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a sliding miter saw.

Description of Related Art

[0003] U.S. Patent No. 5,239,906 discloses a miter saw comprising

a base, a sliding member, a sliding device, and a guiding means which is a

cantilever. The sliding device sHdes back and forth on the guiding means.

However, a safety drawback of this structure is that the cantilever is

insufficiently rigid to support the heavy saw unit which slides and

operates on it.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention relates to a new improved and

reUable sUding miter saw, particularly a sliding miter saw having a highly

rigid supporting member for the saw unit.

[0005] Thus the present invention provides a sliding miter saw

comprising a base device including a base and a turntable which is

pivotally connected to the base. A saw unit includes a saw blade and a



motor. The motor which includes an armature having a first rotating axis

is connected to the saw blade which has a second rotating axis via a

transmission device. The first rotating axis is parallel with and spaced

apart from the second rotating axis. A bracket upon which is mounted the

saw unit has a rear end portion which is pivotally joined to an upper

portion of a supporting member on which a hinge pivot shaft is provided.

The bracket has an axis about which the saw unit can be raised and

lowered between an elevated non-working position and a non-elevated

working position. The sUding miter saw also includes a ram slidably

received in a guiding groove which extends along the turntable in a

substantial diametrical direction. A rear end portion of the ram is pivotally

joined to a lower end portion of the supporting member.

[0006] By advantageously exploiting a ram sliding on a turntable

of the present invention, the supporting member for supporting the saw

unit is able to be made sufficiently thick to optimize rigidity. Moreover a

front end portion of the ram always Ues under the saw blade allowing the

ram to move synchronously with the saw unit so that the invention is

sparing with operating and storage space.

[0007] Preferably the guiding groove extends fully along the

turntable in the substantially diametrical direction whereby a front end

portion of the ram extends beyond the edge of the turntable when the ram

is at its extreme position.



[0008] Preferably the guiding groove incorporates a linear bearing.

[0009] Preferably the sliding miter saw comprises one or more

retaining members fixed in, on or to the guiding groove for retaining the

ram in the guiding groove. Particularly preferably the retaining member is

a fixed compressor plate.

[0010] Preferably an elongate slot in a front portion of the ram

receives the saw blade when the saw unit is pivoted to its non-elevated

working position.

[0011] Preferably opposing edges of the upper surface of the base

pivotally connect to a first end portion of horizontally disposed first and

second additional supporting members respectively, wherein the second

end portion of the additional supporting members extends beyond the

base.

[0012] Preferably an elastic member provided on the additional

supporting member biases the saw unit to the non-mitering position. For

example, the elastic member may exert a restoring force eg a torsion

spring. Typically a first end of the torsion spring connects with the

additional supporting member and a second end of the torsion spring

connects with the base.

[0013] Preferably the upper surface of the base is provided with a

guiding channel for guiding the additional supporting member in a

substantially circumferential (e^ arcuate) direction through the action of a



dependent supporting foot which is moveably received in the guiding

channel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The accompanying drawings are incorporated in and

constitute a part of the specification. The drawings, together with the

general description given above and the detailed description of the

preferred embodiments and methods given below, serve to explain the

principles of the invention. In such drawings-

[0015] FIG. 1 shows a left side view of a first embodiment of the

present invention in which the saw unit is pushed outJ

[0016] FIG. 2 shows a left side view of the first embodiment of the

present invention in which the saw unit is pulled back;

[0017] FIG. 3 shows a top view of the first embodiment of the

present invention in which the ram is pushed out (with the saw unit and

the supporting member omitted);

[0018] FIG. 4 shows a top view of the first embodiment of the

present invention in which the ram is pulled back (with the saw unit and

the supporting member omitted);

[0019] FIG. 5 shows a top view of the first embodiment of the

present invention in which the ram is arranged for mitering (with the saw

unit and the supporting member omitted);

[0020] FIG. 6 shows a section view along line A-A of FIG. 4;



[0021] FIG. 7 shows a section view along line B-B of FIG. 41

[0022] FIG. 8 shows a sectional view of a second embodiment of the

present invention along C-C of FIG. 105

[0023] FIG. 9 shows a sectional view along D-D of FIG. 8;

[0024] FIG. 10 shows a top view of the second embodiment of the

present invention in which the ram is pushed out (with the saw unit and

the supporting member omitted)^ and

[0025] FIG. 11 illustrates a cross sectional view of the ram of the

first embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CERTAIN PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0026] Figure 1 illustrates a sliding miter saw comprising a base

device including a base [l] and a turntable [2] which is pivotally connected

to the base [l] about an axis [11], A saw unit includes a motor (omitted for

the sake of clarity) which itself includes an armature having a first

rotating axis and a saw blade [8] with a second rotating axis upon which is

mounted a hood [7], The first rotating axis is parallel with and spaced

apart from the second rotating axis. A bracket [6] for the saw unit has a

rear end portion which is pivotally joined to an upper portion of a

supporting member [5] (which has an axis [12]). The bracket has an axis

[14] about which the saw unit can be moved between an elevated

non-working position and a non-elevated working position. The motor is

connected to the saw blade [8] via a transmission device for transmitting



power to the saw blade [8]

.

[0027] The sHding miter saw includes a ram [4] slidably received in

a guiding groove extending fully across the turntable [2] in a substantially

diametrical direction, A linear bearing is provided in the guiding groove

(see Figs 6 andll) which constitutes three elongate, low friction plates

[40-43]. A first fixing member [17] and a second fixing member [18] in the

form of elongate compressor plates are fixed on the turntable [2] to

restrain the up-and-down movement of the ram [4] permitting a smooth

shding movement of the ram [4] in the guiding groove. A front end portion

of the ram [4] extends beyond the turntable [2] when the ram [4] is at its

extreme position (as shown in Fig 2). An elongate slot [15] is provided on a

front portion of the ram [4] under the saw blade [8] and receives the saw

blade [8] when the saw unit is pivoted downwardly to the working

position,

[0028] Opposing edges of the upper surface of the base [l] connect

to a first end portion of horizontally disposed first and second additional

supporting members [9] respectively. The second end portion of each

additional supporting member [9] extends beyond the base [l]. The

additional supporting members [9] are generally used in the states shown

in Fig 2 and Fig 4 and together with the ram [4] and a guard [3] support

the workpiece during sawing. A bevel locking member [13] may be used to

lock the supporting member [5],



[0029] A torsion spring [10] surrounds the axis of the additional

supporting members [9]. A first end of the torsion spring [10] connects

with the additional supporting member [9] and a second end of the torsion

spring [lO] connects with the base [l]. In the state shown in Fig 5 when

the bracket [6] is rotating to a mitering position from a non-mitering

position (Figs 1-4), the turntable [2] and the ram [4] rotate synchronously

with the bracket [6] so that the ram [4] is able to push the firont end

portion of the additional supporting members [9] generally to the left side.

The upper surface of the base [l] is provided with a guiding channel [16]

for guiding the additional supporting member [9] in a substantially

circumferential direction through the action of a dependent supporting

foot [19] which is moveably received in the guiding channel [16] (see Fig

7).

[0030] Figures 8-10 illustrate a second embodiment of the present

invention which is similar to the first embodiment and wherever possible

identical reference numerals have been adopted. A ram device [4'] is

sHdably supported in a guiding means (see Figure 10). A first fixing

member [17'] and a second fixing member [18'] are provided in a groove

disposed on a turntable [2] to restrain the vertical movement of the ram [4']

and bearing means are disposed within the first fixing member [17'] and

the second fixing member [18']. The first fixing member [17'] and the

second fixing member [18'] take the form of sleeves fixed in the guiding



groove which accommodate a plurality of balls. Sliding bars of the ram

device are slidably received in the first fixing member [17'] and the second

fixing member [18'] so that the ram [4'] is able to smoothly slide back and

forth along a substantially diametrical direction of the turntable [2].
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